
Finding An Artifact!  
 

 

Pierre held out the piece of _____________ for ____________ to see.   She took it from his                                                                                      
(                                                                       Noun)                        (Name) 
 
  

gloved _______________ and looked closely at what she held. The  ____________   sherd                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
                   (plural body part)                                                                                                              (Noun) 
 
was about  ____________ centimetres wide and ______________in a  ___________ of  
                        (A Number)                                                                  (Verb - ed)                       (Noun)             
 
parallel _____________ and _____________   ____________. The pottery _______________ 
                  (Plural Noun)                   (Adjective)              (Plural Noun)                                          (Noun) 
 
Was at least __________________ years old and ______________  of red _______________. 
                                 (Number)                                                             (Verb -ed)                               (Noun) 
 
        “How ______________ was the full-size ______________ that this pottery _____________  
                          (Adjective)                                                      (Noun)                                                              (Noun) 
 
came from?”  ______________ asked Pierre.  
                               (Same Name)           
 
       “I don’t _____________ we have enough  ____________ to tell how ______________ it  
                             (Verb)                                                          (Noun)                                                 (Adjective) 
 

would have been.  If we keep  ______________ maybe we’ll _____________ more pieces 
                                                               (Verb -ing)                                               (Verb)   
 
of this _____________ and we can ____________ them back together to find more  
                 (Noun)                                                  (Verb)                                                      
 
________________,” he replied. 

        (Noun)                                                            

Mary nodded ____________ and picked up her _____________ and went back to __________ 

                              (Adjective)                                                           (Noun)                                                         (Verb) 

 
 
READ ME LAST!                           Finding an Artifact!  

Pierre held out the piece of pottery for Mary to see. She took it from his gloved fingers and looked closely 
at what she held. The pottery sherd was about five centimeters wide and covered in a pattern of parallel 
lines and small dots. The pottery sherd was at least five hundred years old and was made of red clay.  
 

    "How big was the full size pot that this pottery sherd came from?" Mary asked Pierre. 

    "I don't think we have enough information to tell how big it would have been. If we keep digging maybe 
we'll find more pieces of this pot and we can put them together to find more information," he replied. 
 
Mary nodded eagerly and picked up her shovel and went back to work. 

 


